How It All Goes Down!
Interview
Prof. Dr. Iqrar Ahmad Khan (S.I)
Vice Chancellor, UAF

Prof. Dr. Iqrar Ahmad Khan needs no introduction. Through his strategic direction, UAF has achieved great things. During
his tenure, UAF has been very successful in maintaining an enviable reputation in teaching, research excellence, and outreach activities. Dr. Iqrar Ahmad Khan likes to refer to the transformation he has effected at UAF as a "Paradigm shift" by
bringing the academic community here in on leading the process of change. While his charisma holds and the immense
energy of character and habit he exudes as an incessant hard worker, he is generous and conscientious enough to
attribute all to the effort of the whole UAF community as to how well the university has out-performed its competitor
institutes and won, both nationally and globally, the reputation of a 'go-forward' organization. Everybody knows how
tough he is when it is a matter of meeting the deadlines and achieving the mile stones, yet Dr. Iqrar Ahmad Khan never
misses the opportunity of humoring his subordinates, hurling at them his perfectly timed remark: "All are on a
permanent job except The Vice Chancellor". Ace wit of the ace administrator!!! And the seriousness of the intent and
purpose of keeping onself focussed on task is never lost when you work under such a doyen. In this interview with Kishte-Nau Prof. Dr. Iqrar Ahmad Khan outlined his vision for research, funding, recruitment, capacity building and community
service.
Kisht-e-Nau: Sir, we see a large number of students
around and the university is offering degrees in so many
diverse fields. What measures have you taken to
maintain such a huge population of students and to
ensure the quality of education at UAF?
Prof. Dr. Iqrar Ahmad Khan: The number of students
keeps growing. It is a challenge you have to face, but it
raises many questions related to infrastructure, staff's
capability and capacity, funding the educational
programs and extending financial assistance to the
needy and bright students. These are not organizational
issues only. You need to interact with and direct the
public, the government as well as the government
departments, impressing stakeholders upon all the novel
needs and policy shifts. As for the infrastructure, we
have invested heavily into that. Parents want their
children to be educated, but they do not realize the
limitations of space. Admissions have been growing
along with a consistent rise in people's expectations
from UAF for obvious reasons of its earning, the
worldwide prestige. Pressure of admission applications
and demand for boarding houses, especially because

more and more girls come for enrollments are
materializing as changing demography, and the
situation prevails all over the country. we took very
timely substantial steps to cover our deficiencies. The
scope and scale of work done at UAF in my tenure can be
conceived by the sheer fact the covered area brought to
function after construction during the last 8 years is
more than the area constructed through the entire
history of UAF. I think it is hard to find another example
in the country the way we have handled the distinct
demand for hostel facilities for girls. we are lucky we had
a perfect spot for developing the facility for girls, but the
newly-built hostels and those under construction are
part of an aspirational agenda we envisioned to
entrench women to follow their dream of higher
education. Likewise, we have expanded boarding
facilities for boys, and there are more houses available
for the faculty and their families not only in the UAF
main campus but also outside the university. we have a
very well organized library, where students have easy
and unobstructed access to reading and research
materials both in the form of books and online resources.

The road to success is always under construction. (Lily Tomlin)
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We have installed the required internet facilities in the
library and in each department and our IT department
oversees the proper functioning of all these facilities.
Moreover, a digital library is under-construction at the
moment. It is just a matter of time now that academic
activity at UAF will be thoroughly revolutionized. I often
say building an infrrastructive is not a big task, but
equipping each new building, (be it of an administrative
office or of an experimental lab.) with proper facilities
really is. This requires real intellectual input and
financial management. You can see how a motley
collection of administrative, departmental and research
purpose buildings have been regimented over time to
fulfill the criteria of the UAF's agenda of achieving
excellence.
Above all, it is the human resource in which we have
invested most purposefully. There are very qualified
teachers who are providing quality education. We
constantly launch capacity building programs, and
invest in overseas trainings. Almost 50 of our faculty
members have Ph.D degrees from prestigious foreign
universities. Most of the others have post-doctoral
exposure to the academic and research culture of the

First World academic institutions. However, the most
serious challenge is to retain better qualified teaching
faculty because good teachers are demanded
everywhere. So, it is a challenge for us to maintain the
level of competence through engaging qualified faculty
and duly facilitating it, and we are working on that. We
have appointed more than 300 faculty members in old
campus during the last three years. Such bulk inductions
in service structure in itself is a landmark achievement
in the history of UAF. I am very confident to claim that we
have not accepted anything less than optimum.
Kisht-e-Nau: Sir, UAF is continuously ameliorating its
position. It has now jumped to the 94th best position
according to Global Universities Ranking 2017 and
th
become the 12 best agriculture university in Asia Pacifi
according to NTU ranking. you were able to lead the way
for this transformation, as no university from Pakistan
was even among top 800 universities when you took
charge. How could you make it happen?
Prof. Dr. Iqrar Ahmad Khan: We have a plenty of
dedicated faculty members, and we have channelized
their efforts. we have built the capacity of our staff and
human resource to pursue their own interest, going by

Creditors have better memories than debtors. (Ben Franklin)
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the bottom-up approach. Gradually, they are doing great
things. Researchers from UAF have been able to win
grants to do research and to bring infrastructural
improvement at their own end. We, on our part, have
launched initiatives to collaborate nationally and
globally, in the research domain with various donor
agencies and departments. we have developed strong
sets of interactions nationwide and with universities
across the globe, especially with those in America,
Australia, Canada, and China. There is a serious concern,
though. UAF community given its moral obligation is
accountable to the farming populace of the country.
Although the struggle for the uplift of underprivileged
farming community has been done earnestly, yet the
benefits have not reached the poor households of
farmers. We need to take stock of over selves. Look at
how luxurious our lives are becoming. We draw huge
salaries and enjoy several perks and privileges only
because tax payer's money is spent upon us. we need to
reflect more often whether we are doing our best or not.
writing papers and earning great impact factors, surly is
not the solution of the problems of our farmer. We need
to convert our research into actual benefits in terms of
serviceable commodities and doable small businesses
which can promote entrepreneurship. Our farming
community is suffering. We need to understand that our
farmers are losing their sense of aspiration which is so
vital to keep our life going. I urge my colleagues to come
forward and do something substantial in this respect.
This campaign for social uplift has to be launched from
many fronts at a time. Our scientists have to be
extremely honest in their research. They must work on
real time problems of the agriculture sector in Pakistan.
Similarly, the people related to allied research fields, like

sociology, social sciences & humanities need to spread
awareness among general public about the challenges
and banes of our farmers through research and even
writing stories. We have to closely look at the facts as to
why a farmer does not want his children to adopt
agriculture as a profession while we all wish our children
to join professions of our own or others which we deem
better. We must address our farmer's concerns and give
him hope, making the process of agricultural
development accordingly inclusive.
In fact, public perception and expectations have gone
very high, and justifiable so because if everybody says
that it is a world ranking university, they should
obviously be demanding of it, too.
due to the lack of governmental planning for handling
the surplus yield it is the farmer community which is
suffering and paying the price for want of proper
infrastructure and policy. And if we look at farming
efficiency, that in itself is also a questionable issues.
Kisht-e-Nau: Agriculture University Faisalabad is now
recognized nationally and internationally because of cocurricular activities too, would you like to say something
to/about the students who diligently work to carry out
these activities.
Prof. Dr. Iqrar Ahmad Khan: Indeed, it is a very impressive
contribution from UAF students in regards to cocurricular engagements. Co-curricular activities used to
constitute a sleepy component of our educational
output at UAF, now after pretty hard and long efforts
these have acquired such eminence and importance that
there is something happening around us almost all the
times. Obviously., students have made it happen, and we
are very happy, satisfied and grateful also about all this.
But at the same time, we have to be aware, you know of

A deaf husband and a blind wife are always a happy couple. (John Florio)
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the purpose of doing all this. The Purpose is not just
recreation or entertainment for that matter. The
purpose is to make sure that our students become more
responsible and responsive as individuals, having the
sense and sensibility to run this society, and that they
become representatives of the university where they go,
leaving lasting impressions on the minds of the people
they meet.
What is the meaning of success in your view? How do you
see a good leader; what qualities/he must possess?
If you say you are successful you are done. There is, and
should be, no end to one's exploits, but of course you
celebrate it all for others.
Kisht-e-Nau: Tell us about something you are proud of;
about the greatest challenge you have handled. What

challenges do you still face?
Prof. Dr. Iqrar Ahmad Khan: The best thing we have done
is the investment in human resource. They younger
faculty here is very responsible, and very competent. So
far, that is the best we have achieved, but there is more
to do. The challenge is to keep these brilliant people
engaged, so that we don't let them be wasted now. The
People used to wait for university elections, so that they
could have some say being connected to a power house,
whereas now they are not even willing to vote or contest
in elections because they have been empowerment has
been our administrative focus over the years. Now being
at UAF, you know that it is only you and your
performance which counts, so you concentrate on adding
value to you CV, instead of forging relations to again or
aggrandize power. The people are well aware that it is
their personal excellence that will count and elections or
relations won't. These are some of the subtle changes
which have taken place and have helped set work ethic
as the standard norm to transform organizational
culture at UAF. The people themselves feel very happy
about their work. The challenge, however, would be
retaining this legacy so that they don't revert to the old
system.

Always remember you're unique, just like everyone else. (Alison Boulter)

Weapon of Self-Destruction
by Art Buchwald

Arthur "Art" Buchwald (October 20, 1925 – January 17, 2007) was an American
humorist best known for his long-running column in The Washington Post,
which in turn was carried as a syndicated column in many other newspapers.
His column focused on political satire and commentary. He received the
Pulitzer Prize for Outstanding Commentary in 1982 and in 1986 was elected to
the American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters.

When scientists at MIT developed e-mail in 1961, they
said it was a giant step for mankind. They didn't realize it
was a weapon that could destroy the lives of many
people.
We have seen the damage it did to then-Rep. Mark Foley
of Florida, who is alleged to have sent salacious e-mails
to House pages over a period of five years.
The executives of Enron are going to jail because the
evidence of fraud was in their hard drives.
The first thing the FBI does when investigating someone
is take away his or her computer.
Businesses as well as individuals use e-mails instead of
letters to communicate with each other. Billions of
messages fly over the Internet, and no one can be sure
who's reading them.
There are good e-mails. The most-used message sent
over the Internet is "I love you."
The next most popular is "I don't love you and never want
to hear from you again."
When pouring out your heart, it's a two-way exchange.
The receiver has a "reply" button.
The people who invented e-mail never dreamed they
were starting a mating game.
Matching up on the Internet is the new way for lonely
people to connect.
Example: "They don't call me cute for nothing. I am a
beautiful, natural blonde, 5 feet 4 inches tall, 36-inch
bust. I am interested in dancing, conversation, walks,
museums and warm nights by the fire. Let's talk."
"Dear Blondie: I am a lawyer who fits all your needs. Let's
meet at the America Bar and Grill in Georgetown. My wife
doesn't know you are in my computer."
"Hey, let's cuddle. I live in Delaware, but come down to
Washington on weekends. If you answer this, send a
photograph."

But there are also land mines. Predators use e-mail to
talk to minors. Minors use e-mails to pretend they're
grown-ups.
Make sure you know with whom your child is having
Internet.
The nuclear bomb in e-mail is pornography.
Cyberspace is filled with it. The worst is child
pornography.
There is no "sick" button on your computer, but there is
software that prevents dirty pictures from getting
through.
The software companies are working on one that says,
"Pervert, pervert, pervert. We know where you are."
In the same class with pornography is spam. These
unsolicited junk mailings advertise gold mines in Canada,
homes in Florida and everything else imaginable. They're
in the same class as telephone junk calls.
One of the dangers to everyone who owns a computer is
the "sit-down comedian."
People send me jokes -- too many jokes.
Most are ethnic, political, painful, in poor taste and just
plain bad.
Blogging is now the greatest indoor sport in the world. To
blog is to let the world know how powerful you really are.
You can tell anyone you want what an ass he is. You can
blog about your politicians. You can get in on discussions
on other people's blogs.
My last post: "What does the National Rifle Association
say now about guns that caused mass destruction in
schools? You're right, guns don't kill people -- they kill
children."
Like the bomb, e-mail is with us, and as Foley now knows,
we can't put the virus back in the bottle.
Please don't flame me about this article. I am only the email messenger.

Keep your eyes wide open before marriage, half shut afterwards. (Ben Franklin)
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The King And I
by Art Buchwald
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Over the years I have met a lot of important people, but
no one as important as Elvis Presley. Whenever I am
interviewed, I mention that I went out one night with
Elvis in Paris. He was in his Army uniform, on leave from
Germany, and I offered to be his guide.
I took him to the Lido nightclub and introduced him to all
the Bluebell Girls. The chorus was in love with Elvis and
the girls outdid themselves to get close to him.
I wanted to get in on the action, so I kept telling the girls,
"I'm his best friend." They weren't as impressed with that
as I was hoping they would be.
But people who have interviewed me over the years
certainly have been impressed with my night on the
town with Elvis. In his Army days, he was very clean-cut,
and he behaved the way GIs were expected to behave.
He said things like "Yes, sir" and "No, sir."
Just the other day, I was interviewed for a story, and
sure enough, the interviewer brought up Elvis and
couldn't believe I had been in that close a relationship
with him. People don't want to hear about President de
Gaulle, President Kennedy or Frank Sinatra. They weren't
that important, compared with the King of Rock-andRoll.
A picture was taken of the two of us, but I can't find it.

People just have to take my word for it.
This is how it all happened.
Elvis was staying at the Hotel George V. I went there to
interview him and at one point I said, "What are you
doing tonight?"
He said, "Nothing, sir."
I said, "Come out with me and I'll show you Paris."
He said: "That would be very nice, sir. No one has offered
to take me out in Paris."
I said: "That's because they don't know you're here. We'll
just go out, the two of us, so we won't be bothered by a
lot of fans." (I meant his, not mine.)
I came home for dinner and told my wife, "I'm going out
with Elvis Presley tonight."
She didn't believe it.
I said: "He asked to go out with me. He's in Paris all alone
and I'd be doing our country a service by showing him
around."
My wife didn't like the idea of the two of us going out on
the town.
She said, "I'd like to come along."
I told her, "I promised Elvis it would only be the two of
us."

The golden rule is that there are no golden rules. (George Bernard Shaw)
My children love my mother, and I tell my children “That is not the same woman I grew up with…. That is an
old woman trying to get into heaven now.” (Bill Cosby)
A lie can travel half way around the world while the truth is putting on its shoes. (Mark Twain)
“The two enemies of the people are criminals and government, so let us tie the second down with the chains
of the Constitution so the second will not become the legalized version of the first.” (Thomas Jefferson)
“Go to heaven for the climate and hell for the company.” (Benjamin Franklin Wade)
“The reason I talk to myself is because I'm the only one whose answers I accept.” (George Carlin)

Constantly choosing the lesser of two evils is still choosing evil. (Jerry Garcia)

So Many Cards, So Little Thought
by Art Buchwald
The family was gathered in the living room looking at
Christmas cards. The first one opened was from Donald
Rumsfeld. My daughter-in-law said, "They send us one
every year."
I said: "Yeah, but every year it's different. For example,
Don is no longer secretary of defense. The value of his
card is a lot less than it has been in the past. I've known
Don since he came to Washington. When he first came to
work for George W. Bush, he was a different Don
Rumsfeld. He was jolly, full of life and ready to go to war,
but only if we could win."
My daughter-in-law said: "Over the years, he changed.
He didn't realize winning a war wasn't as easy as
everyone thought."
My grandson Ben said, "In the past when we've gotten
Christmas cards from Don, we didn't realize the Shiites
and the Sunnis were so busy killing each other that
winning the war wasn't a slam dunk."
In the meantime, my son said, "Did we get a card from
George Bush?"
We looked through all the cards, and not one was from
George Bush.
I said: "He doesn't know us that well. First he told us we
were going to win the war. Then he said we're probably
not going to win it. Then he said we need a lot more
troops if we're going to win it. Then he redid the
Pentagon hierarchy because it wasn't working very well.
"It wasn't the role of the president to explain how he was
going to make war. It wasn't even his idea to go to war.
And certainly, his first idea of invading Iraq worked, up to
a point."
We did get a card from Colin Powell. Apparently it was

sent after he left the State Department, because he paid
for his own postage.
My daughter-in-law asked, "Did he say anything that
would change what's going in Iraq?"
I said, "No, but he did say in his card it was going to be a
very, very long war -- even longer than Vietnam."
My son said, "Condoleezza Rice believes the most
important part of diplomacy is to fly around the world
and let everyone know that if Syria and Iran don't
straighten up and fly right we'll have to send in even
more troops."
My other grandson, Jason, said, "Not only will the new
secretary of defense, Robert Gates, continue the policy
of sending out Christmas cards to the troops, but he will
also have lunch with them in Iraq and Afghanistan, to
show everyone how good the food is."
My brother-in-law said: "Christmas cards are very
important to people. First, when you send one you're
telling the person you're thinking of them. Extremist
religious parties don't send cards and don't believe there
is a good and a bad world."
We're going to have a ham dinner tomorrow. The whole
family will be there. I'm not talking about Rumsfeld or
the president -- but they are invited to come if they'd
like to.
We'll sing songs. We'll have mistletoe, and it will be just
the way it was before the president announced we may
not win the war as easily as everyone thought.
Maybe our boys didn't get home for Christmas, but at
least we have their cards.

No man has a good enough memory to be a successful liar. Abraham Lincoln
There are only three things women need in life: food, water, and compliments. Chris Rock
Age is something that doesn't matter, unless you are a cheese. Luis Bunuel
Credit cards are like mosquitoes. You can keep them away for a while, but sooner or later they will be
back to suck your blood. Ted Steckley

Wrinkles should merely indicate where the smiles have been. (Mark Twain)
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Project on

AIK THI MARYAM

BORN TO INSPIRE IN
LIFE TILL DEATH
Saira Shabbir

B.Sc (Hons) HND
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None of us had even a meager? guess what lay in the offing
for us on Nov 24, 2016 when Aik Thi Maryam was to be
screened in UAF. The girls were positively offended when
Shoaiz Aziz, the self-proclaimed cool-guy, attempted to
woo audiences with an odd mixing of gallantries and bland
jokes, targeting ladies who are habitual of suffixing every
boy's name with "BHAI" for instance Shoaiz Bhai, Hamza
Bhai, Talha Bhai, Ammar Bhai, Usman Bhai etc. and little did
we know about Maryam Mukhtar, the inspiring life she
spent and the martyrdom she embraced. We all were, as it,
taken by the rage and the Iqbal Auditorium was
reverberating with chants and slogans for Pakistan. The
screening started and the audience grew sedate as the
documentary cast its emotive appeal gradually.
apparently, the story is an autobiographical short film on
the life of Maryam Mukhtiar Shaheed, the first female
Pakistan fighter pilot.
However, Maryam's inspirational life booke many
stereotypes about Pakistani women. Maryam Mukhtiar
was martyred in the F-7 plane crash near Kundian,
Mianwali. According to her parents she was always inspired
by birds in the air, and wanted her name to shine from very
early in life. She persevered on the path of achieving her
goal even when her role-model father and her allsupportive mother would be troubled by disbelief at times.
The story dazed and chastened us, giving us the perfect
cathartic release that Aristotle had envisioned in his
poetics.
Maryam Mukhtiar Shaheed is a symbol of courage and

bravery and her passion for glory is such a service to the
cause of women that her name would always be written in
golden words in the pages of history. However,
commemorating her martyrdom in UAF on the day of her
first death anniversary, we make a symbolic gesture and
solemn pledge also that all the educated individuals have
not to let this sacrifice go wasted.
The resolve for carrying Maryam's message forward was
evident in every male and female Agrarian's tearful eyes.
Indeed, Maryam Mukhtiar showed us through her life and
death that women can be very much capable of being the
role-models for both men and women.
The occasion in UAF had also been graced by MPA Surraya
Azeem who reiterated the film's message. Everything that
Surraya Azeem mentioned in her address reflects the
changing role of women in our society. Women are, indeed,
playing a marvelous role in every field of life. Now, they ae
coming forward even to contribute for national defense.
women are capable of proving themselves efficient in all
walks of life, since they are as committed to the country
and its people as men are, Dr. Beenish Asad also expressed
similar emotions and urged female students to come
forward and take the lead in society. Dr. Beenish Asad
specifically mentioned that, rural women should be given
awareness as to how they could claim their economic and
cultural rights, and maintain their autonomy. The film
screening had been organized by UAF Media Club )office of
the Senior Tutor) in collaboration with US AID.

Everything is funny as long as it is happening to someone else. (Will Rogers)

BALLA KING
Hamza Tariq & Rabia Latif

B.Sc (Hons) Agri. Sciences

Lyallpuri audiences are never low on energy, especially as
fun, laughter and crafting humor is their forte. However,
UAF audience is a sensible lot because they know in their
“affected” wisdom as to how to keep poise when something
is not worth the whoop. Such feigned reserve does not
make the agrarians any intellectuals, though. They do get
to learn matching the comic timing with their personal
dynamic as spectators to honour the performers on stage.
Thanks to Senior Tutor Office team which works day and
night to pile programs on programs to drill discipline into
UAF students' bones. Jokes apart, UAF stage has become a
prominent sight of disseminating crucial social messages.
That is why media houses celebrate and theatrical
organizations keep looking for chances to conduct
performance in UAF on heart hitting social things. Balla
King in Iqbal Auditorium was staged in the same spirit.
Adapted from the German playwright BERTOLT B BRECA'S
1941 play The Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui, Balla King is a
perfect portrayal of the political culture in Pakistan.
Lampoon of the political practices through Chicago
mobster Arturo Ui’s story was originally meant by Brecht to
be a satirical allegory of the rise of Adolf Hitler for which
Brecht himself claimed:
The play is not so much an attack on
H i t l e r, b u t r a t h e r u p o n t h e
complacency of the people who were
able to resist him, but didn't.

This exactly is what we learn from the Balla King version of
the story performed by Ajoka Theatre. Shahid Nadeem, the
writer of Balla King, also claims that the Pakistani
audiences were touched by disbelief in being made to
believe that this could be a local adaptation of some foreign
play when the play was first stage back in 1998. Balla King
chronicles the rise of Balla, a wrestler, and his hoodlum
companions who started off as ordinary goons from the
infamous Taxalli Mohalla to soon assume the political
leadership of Lahore through terror, blackmail and
corruption. They are ready to bribe any desired amount to
keep any individual or institution at bay. And whosoever is
averse to yielding, must face the worst kind of atrocities for
interrupting their work. In this journey of becoming “Balla
King” from an ordinary “Balla wrestler”, it is the Traders'
Union which is forced to give in to him first. Abba Wadda,
The Grandpa, of the Market Committee is the next to follow
suit because of his avarice and weaknesses of character.
Tender Sanctioning Committee is also brought to its knees
to hand over to Balla King the tender of Minar-e-Pakistan
underpass, so much so that even the court of law turns a
blind eye to the doings of Balla King gang. The editor of
Conscience, a local newspaper, becomes the victim of a
stray bullet when he remains headstrong to resist Balla
King. When the whole city's population is busy singing
praises of Balla King, one merchant wonders at that:
“Only if there were someone to check Balla King”.

Fish and visitors stink after three days. (Ben Franklin)
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Balla King

ALS WEEK, 2016

at Faculty of Veterinary Science
Zubair Khalid
DVM

19

Veterinary Medical Society of the Faculty of Veterinary
Science, UAF is one of the primal co-curricular societies
in UAF. It conducts various events, ranging from sports,
art, literary activities and debates to brief theatrical and
music performances each year. Art and Literary Society
(ALS) also works under the umbrella of Veterinary
Medical Society. ALS initiated the tradition of
celebrating an ALS Week annually a few years back to
promote art and literary activities among students.
Keeping the tradition up, ALS Week, 2016 was studded
with several creative endeavours on the part of
veterinary students. Starting from the 7th of November
and ending on 10th of November 2016, ALS Week featured
a series of events which were a fine blend of entertaining
and edifying activities, and the best part of this whole
celebration was that it attracted the attention of
students from other faculties also. The air of felicity,
owing to the hustle and bustle of people and the
enchantment of aromatic, beautiful flowers scattered all
over the department, specifically rendered an idyllic

touch to the scenery, especially to that by the poolcovered area adjacent to the UAF main corridor. ALS
Week started off with "Na'at & Qira'at Competition" on
th
Monday (7 of November, 2016). Students from various
faculties participated in this competition. The judging
panel comprised of esteemed and experienced members,
like Miss Gull Huria Khan (Gold Medalist in Qira'at) and
Mr. Ijaz Saleem, the In-Charge Na'at and Qira'at Club, UAF.
Next day, an intra-faculty "Debates and Essay Writing
Competition" was organized in Urdu serious, Urdu
humorous and English serious categories. The judges for
the day included people with vast experience of pastoral
activities and meticulous taste for literature, like Prof.
Dr. Tahir. Siddiqi (Associate Senior Tutor, UAF), Dr. Asim
Aqeel (Deputy Senior Tutor, UAF; Assistant Prof. in
English) and Miss Noureen (Associate DSA) who not only
adjudicated with the utmost ingenuity, but also
extended their honest opinions on the activity carried
out there for the enlightenment of students.
On the eve of November 09, there was an outstanding

No real gentleman will tell the naked truth in the presence of ladies. (Mark Twain)
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welcome party for the students of the first semester and
that again was something highly entertaining and
memorable, all the more stunning. The party was
overwhelmingly creative, having highlights of mimes,
singing and dance performances by the talented faculty
students. Dean, Faculty of Veterinary Science, Dr. Zafar
Iqbal Randhawa's address was the hallmark of the day,
and was exquisite, motivational and inspirational.
th
On Thursday, the 10 of November, various cultural stalls
were organized by the students of the faculty. Again, the
day brought the colours, games, creatively drawn charts,
decorations and much more together, enthralling the
passers-by. Students from KPK and Balochistan
presented their culture by wearing cultural dresses,
performing cultural dance, offering traditional Qahwa
and embellishing their stall with the traditional articles.
A very ubiquitous and eye-catching stage was furnished
by the Team ALS, where all the society members were
present, clad in princely attire while the faculty lawn
presented the scene of a Mughal Darbar (court) which
gave the illusion of reality.

In the afternoon, a Mushaira (poetry recital session) was
arranged. The kick-start was a quality Bait Bazi
competition among student teams which were judged by
the veteran poets invited for the day. The Mushaira was
graced by eminent names of Faisalabad, including Anjum
Saleemi, Miss Farhat, Mr. Atif and others. The students
were extremely thrilled to be beholding the poets in
attendance, betaken and bewitching all by the
extravagant trance of their gestures and rhetoric. As if
sheer ecstasy of the rage, the experience of the audience
was absolutely transcendental.
Dr. Misbah Ijaz, Dr. Kasib Khan and Dr. Asad Manzoor
keenly supervised the preparations of the events. Prof.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Randhawa, Prof. Dr. Anas Sarwar Qureshi,
and Dr. Ashar Mahfooz were the Guests of Honor for the
ALS Week. Hence, a thrilling series of events came to an
end, leaving behind the imprints of art & literature on
the minds of many. ALS Week provided a perfect
platform to the students to bring out their latent talent
and display it in front of the audience.

Dancing: The vertical expression of a horizontal desire legalized by music. (George Bernard Shaw)
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The backbenchers in every university are the
representative of a specific community of students. In
most of the institutions, they are considered as most
dull, coward and shy students. But, in our universities,
the situation is entirely different. In our universities,
most intelligent, bold and straightforward students sit
on the backbench. Why such master minds occupy such
particular spot?
The first reason is that the students sitting of front
benches have to nod their heads to show that they have
understood the things the dear sir has been saying. They
have to do this job for about an hour, so they often feel
headache. And the students sensitive to this problem sit
on backbenches.
The second reason is the female students. As the female
students sit on the front benches, so while sitting beside
them there should be a chance of interruption, during a
lecture. Hence, the backbenchers are the ideal spot for
the students who want to pay "full attention" to each
word of teacher.
Thirdly, this spot provides them a fully private
atmosphere where they continue the discussions which
had to be left incomplete in hostel or outside the
classrooms. The subjects of discussion are also
interesting. It may be current Test Series of Pakistan
Cricket Team, new coming movies, stage dramas or even
the new dresses of a female class fellow. Also in such a
creative atmosphere one can draw the sketch of his

Common Sense

Rimsha Khan
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worthy teacher. There are also some students who have
their individual excuses for sitting on backbenches. For
example a student says to every teacher that he has
some problem in his back, so he has to sit on the
backbenches. They use this spot as "Hyde Park" and say
anything about teacher when his back is towards them.
Now I will tell you some features and functions of
backbenches. First of all they have fixed turns to utter
some words like "Achha", "Theek Hai", "Wah Bhai Wah"
after regular intervals of time to ensure the teachers
that they are still in the class and very much attentive to
the lecture. These students have great respect and
honor for their female class fellows. They try their best
that the girls have to do nothing in their presence. They
are very much anxious about the attendance of girls.
They could miss their own roll numbers but never forget
to say "yes sir" on the roll no of a girls even if she is
sitting in the classroom.
Thus the backbenchers have done a tremendous good to
the students community. I am of the opinion that instead
of wasting time, wealth and energy upon the
organization of "Students Welfare Societies" if some
more backbenchers were to be added to present number,
very encouraging and positive results would be
achieved. In the general interest of the students, I wish
that there should be no front row in the classroom but
backbenches only. After all I want to tell you that
fortunately or unfortunately I was backbencher too.

An Illiterate Father with his Educated Son went on a Camping Trip, They
Setup their Tent'n Fell Asleep.
Some Hours Later, Father Wakes his Son ' n Asks:
"Look Up to the Sky 'n Tell Me what you see?
Son: I See Millions of Stars.
Father: What does that Tell Yous?
Son: Astronomically,
It Tells that there are Millions of Galaxies 'n Planets.
Father Slaps the Son Hard 'n says: Idiot, Someone has Stolen Our Tent!

It takes less time to do something right than to explain why it was done wrong. (Henry Wadsworth Longfellow)
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We Wear the Mask

The People Upstairs

by Paul Laurence Dunbar

By Ogden Nash

We wear the mask that grins and lies,

The people upstairs all practise ballet

It hides our cheeks and shades our eyes,

Their living room is a bowling alley

This debt we pay to human guile;

Their bedroom is full of conducted tours.

With torn and bleeding hearts we smile,

Their radio is louder than yours,

And mouth with myriad subtleties.

They celebrate week-ends all the week.

Why should the world be overwise,

When they take a shower, your ceilings leak.

In counting all our tears and sighs?

They try to get their parties to mix

Nay, let them only see us, while

By supplying their guests with Pogo sticks,

We wear the mask.

And when their fun at last abates,

We smile, but, O great Christ, our cries
To thee from tortured souls arise.
We sing, but oh the clay is vile

They go to the bathroom on roller skates.
I might love the people upstairs more
If only they lived on another floor.

Beneath our feet, and long the mile;
But let the world dream otherwise,

Messy Room

We wear the mask!

By Shel Silverstein

A Word to Husbands
by Ogden Nash
To keep your marriage brimming
With love in the loving cup,
Whenever you're wrong, admit it;
Whenever you're right, shut up...

Whosever room this is should be ashamed!
His underwear is hanging on the lamp.
His raincoat is there in the overstuffed chair,
And the chair is becoming quite mucky and damp.
His workbook is wedged in the window,
His sweater's been thrown on the floor.
His scarf and one ski are beneath the TV,

Life would be infinitely happier if we could only be
born at the age of eighty and gradually approach
eighteen.
(Mark Twain)
The only way to keep your health is to eat what you don't
want, drink what you don't like, and do what you'd rather
not.
(Mark Twain)
A successful man is one who makes more money than his
wife can spend. A successful woman is one who can find
such a man.
(Lana Turner)

And his pants have been carelessly hung on the door.
His books are all jammed in the closet,
His vest has been left in the hall.
A lizard named Ed is asleep in his bed,
And his smelly old sock has been stuck to the wall.
Whosever room this is should be ashamed!
Donald or Robert or Willie or-Huh? You say it's mine? Oh, dear,
I knew it looked familiar!

Love your neighbor; yet don't pull down your hedge. (Ben Franklin)
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Limericks
By Edward Lear
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There was an Old Man with a beard,
Who said, 'It is just as I feared!
Two Owls and a Hen,
Four Larks and a Wren,
Have all built their nests in my beard!'

There was an Old Person of Ewell,
Who chiefly subsisted on gruel;
But to make it more nice
He inserted some mice,
Which refreshed that Old Person of Ewell.

There was an Old Person of Ischia,
Whose conduct grew friskier and friskier;
He dance hornpipes and jigs,
And ate thousands of figs,
That lively Old Person of Ischia.

There was an old man in a tree,
Whose whiskers were lovely to see;
But the birds of the air,
Pluck'd them perfectly bare,
To make themselves nests on that tree.

There was an Old Man in a boat,
Who said, 'I'm afloat, I'm afloat!'
When they said, 'No! you ain't!'
He was ready to faint,
That unhappy Old Man in a boat.

There is a Young Lady whose nose
Continually prospers and grows;
When it grew out of sight,
she exclaimed in a fright,
"Oh! Farewell to the end of my nose!"

There was a Young Lady of Hull,
Who was chased by a virulent bull;
But she seized on a spade,
And called out, 'Who's afraid?'
Which distracted that virulent bull.

There was an Old Person of Dean,
Who dined on one pea and one bean;
For he said,
"More than that would make me too fat,"
That cautious Old Person of Dean.

There was an Old Person of Ems,
Who casually fell in the Thames;
And when he was found
They said he was drowned,
That unlucky Old Person of Ems.

There was an Old Person of Dover,
Who rushed through a field of blue Clover;
But some very large bees,
Stung his nose and his knees,
So he very soon went back to Dover.

There was an Old Man who said, 'Hush!
I perceive a young bird in this bush!'
When they said, 'Is it small?'
He replied, 'Not at all!
It is four times as big as the bush!'

There was an Old Man of Peru,
Who watched his wife making a stew;
But once by mistake,
In a stove she did bake,
That unfortunate Man of Peru.

There was a Young Lady of Russia,
Who screamed so that no one could hush her;
Her screams were extreme,
No one heard such a scream,
As was screamed by that lady of Russia.

There was a Young Lady whose bonnet,
Came untied when the birds sate upon it;
But she said: 'I don't care!
All the birds in the air
Are welcome to sit on my bonnet!'

We learn from experience that men never learn anything from experience. (George Bernard Shaw)

CHAMPION

Sana Mehboob
2015-ag-6913

“Got a problem ..."
Attack it ... !
You have to be strongest,

Nobody has a perfect life.

When you are at your weakest.

Problems are there everywhere,

They know,

In everyone's life.

Action is the foundation I key

They have to face them;

Of all success.

Sometimes wontedly, Sometimes unwontedly.

No one makes a lock

Life without problems;

Without a key, to block.

Is the school,

That's why

without lessons.

God won't give you problems,

Problems are like washing machine

Without Solutions.

They twist, they spin

Once we stand,

& knock us around.

He ... The Great Allah

But at the end,

Is there for us.

We come out, cleaner

Continuous struggle,

Bright & better done before.

Overcome the trouble.

We cannot get rid of,

They never complain;

From them by a simple ignore.

They never explain.

Because running away

They talk to Him.

From the problems;

He knows everything.

Only increases the distance from the Solutions.

He helps you,

Most of the problems

He supports you

Are because of two reasons.

And let you win.

We act,

One who solve his problems,

Without thinking Or

One who overcome his troubles,

We keep thinking,

Become the one;

Without acting.

Who is the champion.

Some people just know,

Everyone is his creation,

How to deal with them,

But not all

In a perfect way.

Some of al! are the champions.

They can,
Because they think they can.
Some cannot,
Because they think they cannot.
They have a rule in life,

When wealth is lost, nothing is lost.
When health is lost, something is lost.
When character is lost, all is lost.
Wasim Ghaffar

LS&CS, PARS Campus

Name the greatest of all inventors; Accidents. (Mark Twain)
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HOPE

Why....?

2015-ag-6913
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When the sky
Is full of clouds;
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Why....

When there is darkness everywhere
No hope is there, only fear

People play with our emotions
Do they get something or they enjoy.
Why....
People make us sad
Do they take our tears for joy.

Of losing something,
you care Hopelessness is everywhere,
YOL wonder, what to do
No idea is there, in your mind
But no .... Someone is alwavs there
Like a bright hope

Why....
Such people are introduced to our heart
For those we are ready to die but they deny.
Why....

For You

People can’t understand our feelings
Either they don’t want or they don’t try.

Like a sun
In the crowd of dark clouds;

Why....
People give their heart to such careless souls
Which they know it will be treated as a joy.

Whose brightness
Will remove the darkness
Why....

People want to hide their feelings of LOVE
while they know they can't even try.......

And will bring you in light
Whose presence will vanish all the fears.
When it rains,
You can't see the sun
But it is there.

Why....
Such people come in our life

When no one is listening you,
He is the only one hearing you.

A common mistake that people make when trying
to design something completely foolproof is to

Who is He ... ?
The hope, the sun for us
Who would be that ... ?
The one & only .... Obviously
The great ... ALLAH ALMIGHTY!

underestimate the ingenuity of complete fools.
The Hitchhikers’s Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas
Adams
Friendship is like peeing on yourself:
everyone can see it, but only you get the warm

Always go to other people's funerals, otherwise
they won't come to yours.
(Yogi Berra)

feeling that it brings.
(Robert Baloch)

Golf: A good walk ruined. (Mark Twain)

LOVE IS BLIND

Ch. Bhahdur Ali Kang
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Love is something very special
attacks only the young
but elders are not free from love
Cause of love is something very special
which stimulates the young
love never need beautiful faces
it is because love is blind
Love is cause of creation of universe
True love does not change
with the passage of time
Love is blend of reason and emotion
a strange mixture of joys and tears

Diet Time
by Vivien Wade
Seeing myself in the mirror I thought,
A diet wouldn't do me any harm,
Losing a few kilos should be helpful,
Overweight could cause some alarm.
First I tried a weight watcher's diet,
Consisting of points I must count,
Many foods allowed, even chocolate,
Though trying, I over-did the amount.
Another said drink lots of water,
Which helps to flush toxins away,
I soon gave up doing that diet,
For I sat on the loo half the day!

Love is one of the sweetest mysteries of the world
Although love is heavenly gifted
yet requires a lot of sacrifice
Love is a magnetic force
which attracts the young more forcefully
oftenly, you fall in love with someone
you cannot blame yourself
not your fault but the fault of her eyes.

RAIN OF LOVE
When unimportant things becomes important,
When every day come like spring,
When every moment gives pleasure,
When every sun brings new hopes,
When every night waits for a new day,
When every dream comes true,

Then I read about eating low carb,
High protein, no bread, allowed cream,
Well I liked the sound of this one,
The food list to me was a dream.
But after a few weeks on low carb,
Things didn't work out the right way,
Was the opposite of the water diet,
For it clogged up the works every day.
Maybe a high carb one would be better,
Though no sugar or sweets like before,
Bread and cream were back on the menu,
But my sweet tooth took over once more.
I'm finished with all fad diets,
Found a balanced one holds the key,
For a bar of chocolate in both hands,
Is a well balanced diet for me!

When all this is happening with you,
Then it’s the rain of love falling on you

Selection by Rimsha Khan
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The human race has one really effective weapon, and that is laughter. (Mark Twain)
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